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THE COMPETING
VALUES FRAMEWORK

The OCAI is based on a theoretical model known as the Compet-
ing Values Framework. This framework is extremely useful in orga-
nizing and interpreting a wide variety of organizational phenomena.
In this chapter, we explain why having a framework is so important
and how this framework was initially developed through research
on organizational effectiveness. We also explain the four dominant
culture types that emerge from the framework. These four culture
types serve as the foundation for the OCAI. In addition, because
culture defines the core values, assumptions, interpretations, and
approaches that characterize an organization, we might expect that
other characteristics of organizations would also reflect the four cul-
ture types. We point out examples of how this is the case. In partic-
ular, we show how the Competing Values Framework is useful for
identifying the major approaches to organizational design, stages of
life cycle development, organizational quality, theories of effective-
ness, leadership roles and roles of human resource managers, and
management skills.

The Value of Frameworks

In the last couple of decades, writers have proposed a variety of di-
mensions and attributes of organizational culture. Detailed reviews
of much of that literature can be found in Cameron and Ettington
(1988), Martin (1992), Trice and Beyer (1993), and Beyer and
Cameron (1997). To illustrate the variety of dimensions represented,
a few are mentioned here. For example, Sathe (1983), Schein
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(1984), and Kotter and Heskett (1992) are among those who argued
for cultural strength and congruence as the main cultural dimensions
of interest. Alpert and Whetten (1985) identified a holographic ver-
sus idiographic dimension as critical when analyzing culture. Arnold
and Capella (1985) proposed a strong-weak dimension and an
internal-external focus dimension. Deal and Kennedy (1983) pro-
posed a dimension based on speed of feedback (high speed to low
speed) and a degree-of-risk dimension (high risk to low risk). Ernst
(1985) argued for people orientation (participative versus nonpar-
ticipative) and response to the environment (reactive versus proac-
tive) as the key culture dimensions. Gordon (1985) identified eleven
dimensions of culture: clarity and direction, organizational reach,
integration, top management contact, encouragement of individ-
ual initiative, conflict resolution, performance clarity, performance
emphasis, action orientation, compensation, and human resource
development. Hofstede (1980) focused on power distance, uncer-
tainty avoidance, individualism, and masculinity, and Kets de Vries
and Miller (1986) focused on dysfunctional dimensions of culture,
including paranoid, avoidant, charismatic, bureaucratic, and polit-
icized dimensions. Martin (1992) proposed cultural integration and
consensus, differentiation and conflict, and fragmentation and
ambiguity.1

One reason so many dimensions have been proposed is that or-
ganizational culture is extremely broad and inclusive in scope. It
comprises a complex, interrelated, comprehensive, and ambiguous
set of factors. Consequently, it is impossible to ever include every
relevant factor in diagnosing and assessing organizational culture.
One more element can always be argued to be relevant. To deter-
mine the most important dimensions on which to focus, therefore,
it is important to use an underlying framework, a theoretical foun-
dation that can narrow and focus the search for key cultural di-
mensions. No one framework is comprehensive, of course, nor can
one particular framework be argued to be right while others are
wrong. Rather, the most appropriate frameworks should be based on
empirical evidence, should capture accurately the reality being de-
scribed (in other words, they should be valid), and should be able
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to integrate and organize most of the dimensions being proposed.
That is the purpose of using the Competing Values Framework to
diagnose and facilitate change in organizational culture. It is a
framework that was empirically derived, has been found to have
both face and empirical validity, and helps integrate many of the di-
mensions proposed by various authors. A more detailed discussion
of why this is so is found in Cameron and Ettington (1988, pp.
369–373) and Quinn (1988, pp. 34–38 and 46–50).

In brief, the Competing Values Framework has been found to
have a high degree of congruence with well-known and well-
accepted categorical schemes that organize the way people think,
their values and assumptions, and the ways they process informa-
tion. That is, similar categorical schemes have been proposed inde-
pendently by a variety of psychologists, among them Jung (1923),
Myers and Briggs (1962), McKenney and Keen (1974), Mason and
Mitroff (1973), and Mitroff and Kilmann (1978). This congruence
of frameworks occurs because of an underlying similarity in people
at the deep psychological level of their cognitive processes. Mitroff
(1983, p. 5) put it this way:

The more that one examines the great diversity of world cultures,
the more one finds that at the symbolic level there is an astounding
amount of agreement between various archetypal images. People
may disagree and fight one another by day but at night they show
the most profound similarity in their dreams and myths. The agree-
ment is too profound to be produced by chance alone. It is therefore
attributed to a similarity of the psyche at the deepest layers of the
unconscious. These similar-appearing symbolic images are termed
archetypes.

Development of the Competing
Values Framework

The Competing Values Framework was developed initially from re-
search conducted on the major indicators of effective organizations.
The key questions asked in the investigation were these: What are
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the main criteria for determining if an organization is effective or
not? What key factors define organizational effectiveness? When
people judge an organization to be effective, what indicators do
they have in mind? John Campbell and his colleagues (1974) cre-
ated a list of thirty-nine indicators that they claimed represented a
comprehensive set of all possible measures for organizational effec-
tiveness. That list of indicators was analyzed by Quinn and Rohr-
baugh (1983) to determine if patterns or clusters could be identified.
Since thirty-nine indicators are too many to comprehend or to be
useful in organizations, they sought a more parsimonious way to
identify the key factors of effectiveness.

Those thirty-nine indicators of effectiveness were submitted to
a statistical analysis, and two major dimensions emerged that orga-
nized the indicators into four main clusters. (See Appendix A for a
more detailed explanation of the statistical analyses in this and
other studies of this framework.) One dimension differentiates ef-
fectiveness criteria that emphasize flexibility, discretion, and dy-
namism from criteria that emphasize stability, order, and control.
That is, some organizations are viewed as effective if they are chang-
ing, adaptable, and organic—for example, neither the product mix
nor the organizational form stays in place very long at firms such as
Microsoft or Nike. Other organizations are viewed as effective if
they are stable, predictable, and mechanistic—for example, most
universities, government agencies, and conglomerates such as Boe-
ing are characterized by longevity and staying power in both design
and outputs. The continuum ranges from organizational versatility
and pliability on one end to organizational steadiness and durabil-
ity on the other end.

The second dimension differentiates effectiveness criteria that
emphasize an internal orientation, integration, and unity from cri-
teria that emphasize an external orientation, differentiation, and ri-
valry. That is, some organizations are viewed as effective if they
have harmonious internal characteristics—for example, IBM and
Hewlett-Packard have traditionally been recognized for a consistent
“IBM way” or the “H-P way.” Others are judged to be effective if
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they are focused on interacting or competing with others outside
their boundaries—for example, Toyota and Honda are known for
“thinking globally but acting locally,” that is, for having units adopt
the attributes of the local environment more than a centrally pre-
scribed approach. The continuum ranges from organizational co-
hesion and consonance on the one end to organizational separation
and independence on the other.

Together these two dimensions form four quadrants, each rep-
resenting a distinct set of organizational effectiveness indicators.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the relationships of these two dimensions to
one another. These indicators of effectiveness represent what peo-
ple value about an organization’s performance. They define what is
seen as good and right and appropriate. The four clusters of criteria,
in other words, define the core values on which judgments about or-
ganizations are made.

What is notable about these four core values is that they repre-
sent opposite or competing assumptions. Each continuum high-
lights a core value that is opposite from the value on the other end
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of the continuum—flexibility versus stability, internal versus exter-
nal. The dimensions therefore produce quadrants that are also con-
tradictory or competing on the diagonal. The upper left quadrant,
for example, identifies values that emphasize an internal, organic
focus, whereas the lower right quadrant identifies values that em-
phasize an external, control focus. Similarly, the upper right quad-
rant identifies values that emphasize an external, organic focus,
whereas the lower left quadrant emphasizes internal, control values.
The competing or opposite values in each quadrant give rise to the
name for the model, the Competing Values Framework.

Each quadrant in Figure 3.1 has been given a label to distin-
guish its most notable characteristics—clan, adhocracy, market, and
hierarchy. The clan quadrant is in the upper left, the adhocracy
quadrant is in the upper right, the hierarchy quadrant is in the
lower left, and the market quadrant is in the lower right. It is im-
portant to note that these quadrant names were not randomly se-
lected. Rather, they were derived from the scholarly literature that
explains how, over time, different organizational values have be-
come associated with different forms of organizations. We discov-
ered that the four quadrants that emerged from these analyses
match precisely the main organizational forms that have developed
in organizational science. They also match key management theo-
ries about organizational success, approaches to organizational qual-
ity, leadership roles, and management skills. Moreover, in past
research on child development (such as that of Piaget, 1932), cog-
nitive maps (Hampton-Turner, 1981), and information processing
(Mitroff, 1983), similar dimensions have emerged that help orga-
nize the way in which the brain and body work as well as the way
behavior is organized.

The dimensions and quadrants in Figure 3.1 appear to be very
robust in explaining the different orientations, as well as the com-
peting values, that characterize human behavior. The robustness of
these dimensions and the richness of the resulting quadrants led us
to identify each quadrant as a cultural type. That is, each quadrant
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represents basic assumptions, orientations, and values—the same
elements that comprise an organizational culture. The OCAI,
therefore, is an instrument that allows you to diagnose the domi-
nant orientation of your own organization based on these core cul-
ture types. It also assists you in diagnosing your organization’s
cultural strength, cultural type, and cultural congruence.

The Four Major Culture Types

We shall now explain and illustrate each of the four culture types.

The Hierarchy Culture

The earliest approach to organizing in the modern era was based on
the work of a German sociologist, Max Weber, who studied govern-
ment organizations in Europe during the early 1900s The major
challenge faced by organizations at the turn of the twentieth century
was to efficiently produce goods and services for an increasingly com-
plex society. To accomplish this, Weber (1947) proposed seven char-
acteristics that have become known as the classical attributes of
bureaucracy: rules, specialization, meritocracy, hierarchy, separate
ownership, impersonality, accountability. These characteristics were
highly effective in accomplishing their purpose. They were adopted
widely in organizations whose major challenge was to generate effi-
cient, reliable, smooth-flowing, predictable output. In fact, until the
1960s, almost every book on management and organizational stud-
ies made the assumption that Weber’s hierarchy or bureaucracy was
the ideal form of organization because it led to stable, efficient,
highly consistent products and services. Because the environment
was relatively stable, tasks and functions could be integrated and co-
ordinated, uniformity in products and services was maintained, and
workers and jobs were under control. Clear lines of decision-making
authority, standardized rules and procedures, and control and ac-
countability mechanisms were valued as the keys to success.
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The organizational culture compatible with this form (and as
assessed in the OCAI) is characterized by a formalized and struc-
tured place to work. Procedures govern what people do. Effective
leaders are good coordinators and organizers. Maintaining a smooth-
running organization is important. The long-term concerns of the
organization are stability, predictability, and efficiency. Formal rules
and policies hold the organization together.

Organizations ranging from a typical U.S. fast-food restaurant
(such as McDonald’s) to major conglomerates (like Ford Motor
Company) and government agencies (such as the Justice Depart-
ment) provide prototypical examples of a hierarchy culture. Large
organizations and government agencies are generally dominated by
a hierarchy culture, as evidenced by large numbers of standardized
procedures, multiple hierarchical levels (Ford has seventeen levels
of management), and an emphasis on rule reinforcement. Even in
small organizations such as a McDonald’s restaurant, however, a hier-
archy culture can dominate. For example, many of the employees
in the typical McDonald’s restaurant are young people who have no
previous training or work experience, and a hallmark of the busi-
ness is the uniformity of products in all outlets. Key values center
on maintaining efficient, reliable, fast, smooth-flowing production.
New employees begin by doing only one specific job (such as cook-
ing french fries). Almost no discretion is provided by the job, since
uncooked fries are shipped from a central supplier in standardized
packages, the temperature of the oil is predetermined, and a buzzer
tells employees when to take the fries out. The rules specify that
only a certain number of seconds can elapse from when the buzzer
goes off to when the fries must be removed from the oil. And they
may sit under the heat lamp for only a certain time as well. The
rules manual, which every employee studies and is tested on, is over
350 pages long and covers most aspects of employee dress and on-
the-job behavior. One requirement for promotion is knowledge of
these rules and policies. Promotion within the restaurant follows a
specific series of steps, and it is possible for an employee to be pro-
moted several times within a restaurant before reaching a manage-
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rial level (for example, from fry cook to hamburger cook to counter
person to crew chief to assistant manager).

The Market Culture

Another form of organizing became popular during the late 1960s
as organizations faced new competitive challenges. This form relied
on a fundamentally different set of assumptions than the hierarchy
and was based largely on the work of Oliver Williamson (1975), Bill
Ouchi (1981), and their colleagues. These organizational scholars
identified an alternative set of activities that they argued served as
the foundation of organizational effectiveness. The most important
of these was transaction costs.

The new design was referred to as a market form of organization.
The term market is not synonymous with the marketing function or
with consumers in the marketplace. Rather, it refers to a type of or-
ganization that functions as a market itself. It is oriented toward the
external environment instead of internal affairs. It is focused on
transactions with (mainly) external constituencies such as suppli-
ers, customers, contractors, licensees, unions, and regulators. And
unlike a hierarchy, where internal control is maintained by rules,
specialized jobs, and centralized decisions, the market operates pri-
marily through economic market mechanisms, mainly monetary
exchange. That is, the major focus of markets is to conduct trans-
actions (exchanges, sales, contracts) with other constituencies to
create competitive advantage. Profitability, bottom-line results,
strength in market niches, stretch targets, and secure customer bases
are primary objectives of the organization. Not surprisingly, the core
values that dominate market-type organizations are competitive-
ness and productivity.

Competitiveness and productivity in market organizations are
achieved through a strong emphasis on external positioning and
control (the lower right quadrant of Figure 3.1). At Philips Elec-
tronics, for example, the loss of market share in Europe and a first-
ever year of red ink in 1991 led to a corporationwide initiative to
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improve the competitive position of the firm. Under the leadership
of a new CEO, the worldwide organization instituted a process
called Centurion in which a concerted effort was made to shift the
company’s culture from a relatively complacent, arrogant, hierarchy
culture to a culture driven by customer focus, premium returns on
assets, and improved corporate competitiveness—a market culture.
Three yearly meetings were held to assess performance and to es-
tablish new stretch targets. Assessments using the OCAI showed a
substantial shift toward a market-driven culture from the early
1990s to the mid-1990s.

A similar example of a market culture is a Philips competitor,
General Electric. General Electric’s former CEO, Jack Welch, made
it clear in the late 1980s that if GE businesses were not number one
or number two in their markets, they would be sold. Welch bought
and sold over three hundred businesses during his twenty-one year
tenure as CEO. The GE culture under Welch was known as a highly
competitive, results-or-else, take-no-prisoners type of culture. It re-
flected a stereotypical market culture.

The basic assumptions in a market culture are that the exter-
nal environment is not benign but hostile, consumers are choosy
and interested in value, the organization is in the business of in-
creasing its competitive position, and the major task of manage-
ment is to drive the organization toward productivity, results, and
profits. It is assumed that a clear purpose and an aggressive strategy
lead to productivity and profitability. In the words of General
George Patton (1944), market organizations “are not interested in
holding on to [their] positions. Let the [enemy] do that. [They] are
advancing all the time, defeating the opposition, marching con-
stantly toward the goal.”

A market culture, as assessed in the OCAI, is a results-oriented
workplace. Leaders are hard-driving producers and competitors.
They are tough and demanding. The glue that holds the organiza-
tion together is an emphasis on winning. The long-term concern is
on competitive actions and achieving stretch goals and targets. Suc-
cess is defined in terms of market share and penetration. Outpacing
the competition and market leadership are important.
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The Clan Culture

A third ideal form of organization is represented by the upper left
quadrant in Figure 3.1. It is called a clan because of its similarity to
a family-type organization. After studying Japanese firms in the late
1960s and early 1970s, a number of researchers observed funda-
mental differences between the market and hierarchy forms of de-
sign in America and clan forms of design in Japan (Ouchi, 1981;
Pascale and Athos, 1981; Lincoln, 2003). Shared values and goals,
cohesion, participativeness, individuality, and a sense of “we-ness”
permeated clan-type firms. They seemed more like extended fami-
lies than economic entities. Instead of the rules and procedures of
hierarchies or the competitive profit centers of markets, typical
characteristics of clan-type firms were teamwork, employee in-
volvement programs, and corporate commitment to employees.
These characteristics were evidenced by semiautonomous work
teams that received rewards on the basis of team (not individual)
accomplishment and that hired and fired their own members, qual-
ity circles that encouraged workers to voice suggestions regarding
how to improve their own work and the performance of the com-
pany, and an empowering environment for employees.

Some basic assumptions in a clan culture are that the environ-
ment can best be managed through teamwork and employee devel-
opment, customers are best thought of as partners, the organization
is in the business of developing a humane work environment, and
the major task of management is to empower employees and facili-
tate their participation, commitment, and loyalty.

These characteristics are not new to American organizations, of
course. They have been advocated for decades by many writers as-
sociated with the human relations movement (McGregor, 1960;
Likert, 1970; Argyris, 1964). However, it took the highly visible
success of Japanese firms, which had adopted these principles and
applied them successfully after World War II, to help U.S. and
Western European organizations catch the message in the late
1970s and 1980s that clan cultures can make good business sense.
For example, when rapidly changing, turbulent environments make
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it difficult for managers to plan far in advance and when decision
making is uncertain, it was found that an effective way to coordi-
nate organizational activity is to make certain that all employees
share the same values, beliefs, and goals. In the post–World War II
environment, Japanese organizations caught the message long be-
fore Western organizations did.

An example of a clan-type organization in the United States
was PeopleExpress Airlines in its first five years of operation—until
its founder, Don Burr, encountered financial difficulties that led him
to sell the company to avoid bankruptcy. After leaving Texas Air in
1980, Burr dreamed of creating not just a profitable airline but a
model of how ideal organizations ought to function. Burr brought
with him several other officials from Texas Air and within two years
had defied all experts’ predictions by turning a profit—the most dra-
matic success story in the history of the airline industry.

The hallmark characteristics of PeopleExpress were (1) mini-
mal management levels—only three levels of management ex-
isted between Burr and flight deck personnel; (2) informality and
self-management—Burr’s office doubled as the conference room,
and when it was being used, he went someplace else; (3) employee
ownership—all employees owned company stock and had lifetime
job security; (4) work teams—the entire workforce was organized into
teams of three or four people, mostly self-selected; (5) participation—
at least four separate management councils helped make company
decisions; and (6) job rotation—employees regularly switched jobs
so that pilots were, for example, also baggage handlers and reserva-
tions hosts. Fierce loyalty to Burr and to the concept of PeopleExpress
kept employees’ salaries far below rival airlines while morale initially
remained high. As indicated by these characteristics, PeopleExpress
was clearly organized on the basis of the clan model. The incompat-
ibility of this clan culture with the kind of company that was created
when the highly unionized and adversarial Frontier Airlines was
merged with PeopleExpress led to the airline’s downfall.

The clan culture, as assessed in the OCAI, is typified by a friendly
place to work where people share a lot of themselves. It is like an
extended family. Leaders are thought of as mentors and perhaps
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even as parent figures. The organization is held together by loyalty
and tradition. Commitment is high. The organization emphasizes
the long-term benefit of individual development, with high cohe-
sion and morale being important. Success is defined in terms of in-
ternal climate and concern for people. The organization places a
premium on teamwork, participation, and consensus.

The Adhocracy Culture

As the developed world shifted from the industrial age to the infor-
mation age, a fourth ideal type of organizing emerged. It is an orga-
nizational form that is most responsive to the hyperturbulent,
ever-accelerating conditions that increasingly typify the organiza-
tional world of the twenty-first century. With rapidly decreasing half-
life of product and service advantages, a set of assumptions were
developed that differed from those of the other three forms of orga-
nization. These assumptions were that innovative and pioneering
initiatives are what leads to success, that organizations are mainly in
the business of developing new products and services and preparing
for the future, and that the major task of management is to foster en-
trepreneurship, creativity, and activity “on the cutting edge.” It was
assumed that adaptation and innovativeness lead to new resources
and profitability, so emphasis was placed on creating a vision of the
future, organized anarchy, and disciplined imagination.

The root of the word adhocracy is ad hoc—implying something
temporary, specialized, and dynamic. Most people have served on
an ad hoc task force or committee, which disbands as soon as its
task is completed. Adhocracies are similarly temporary. They have
been characterized as “tents rather than palaces” in that they can
reconfigure themselves rapidly when new circumstances arise. A
major goal of an adhocracy is to foster adaptability, flexibility, and
creativity where uncertainty, ambiguity, and information overload
are typical.

The adhocracy organization may frequently be found in indus-
tries such as aerospace, software development, think-tank consult-
ing, and filmmaking. An important challenge for these organizations
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is to produce innovative products and services and to adapt quickly
to new opportunities. Unlike markets or hierarchies, adhocracies do
not have centralized power or authority relationships. Instead,
power flows from individual to individual or from task team to task
team, depending on what problem is being addressed at the time.
Emphasis on individuality, risk taking, and anticipating the future
is high as almost everyone in an adhocracy becomes involved with
production, clients, research and development, and other matters.
For example, each different client demand in a consulting firm is
treated as an independent project, and a temporary organizational
design is set up to accomplish the task. When the project ends, the
structure disintegrates.

Similarly, the story of the successful failure of the Apollo 13
space mission illustrates clearly how leadership changes regularly
and often unpredictably, team membership is temporary, and no
clear map can be drawn to identify the communication or control
system. During the flight, astronauts in the space capsule as well as
support personnel on the ground were not organized in a stable way
for very long. Different problems demanded different types of task
teams to address them, leadership shifted often, and even the pilot-
ing of the spacecraft switched from one astronaut to another. This
was typical of the entire Manned Space Flight Center at NASA. Its
formal structure changed seventeen times in the first eight years of
its existence. No organizational chart was ever drawn because it
would have been outdated before it could be printed. Jurisdictional
lines, precedents, and policies were treated as temporary. Titles, job
responsibilities, and even departmental alignments changed, some-
times weekly. The organization operated with an adhocratic design
and reflected values typical of an adhocracy culture.

Sometimes adhocratic subunits exist in larger organizations that
have a dominant culture of a different type. For example, an ad-
hocracy subunit culture existing within a hierarchy was described
in a study we conducted of the evolutionary changes that occurred
in the Department of Mental Hygiene in the state government of
New York (Quinn and Cameron, 1983). In its first five years of ex-
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istence, the department was organized as an adhocracy. Among the
characteristics we found in our analysis were the following: (1) no
organizational chart—it was impossible to draw an organizational
chart because it changed frequently and rapidly; (2) temporary
physical space—the director did not have an office and set up tem-
porary bases of operations wherever he thought he was needed; (3)
temporary roles—staff members were assigned and reassigned dif-
ferent responsibilities, depending on changing client problems; and
(4) creativity and innovation—employees were encouraged to for-
mulate innovative solutions to problems and to generate new ways
of providing services to clients. Because this adhocracy was so in-
consistent with the larger state government design (a hierarchy)
and with an environment that demanded efficiency and account-
ability, it was forced to shift to another type of culture. Similar shifts
are typical in many organizations, and we discuss them in the next
section.

In sum, the adhocracy culture, as assessed in the OCAI, is char-
acterized by a dynamic, entrepreneurial, and creative workplace.
People stick their necks out and take risks. Effective leadership is
visionary, innovative, and risk-oriented. The glue that holds the
organization together is commitment to experimentation and in-
novation. The emphasis is on being at the leading edge of new
knowledge, products, and services. Readiness for change and meet-
ing new challenges are important. The organization’s long-term em-
phasis is on rapid growth and acquiring new resources. Success
means producing unique and original products and services.

Applicability of the Competing Values Model

As we have studied various aspects of organizations and worked
with organizations in the process of change, we have discovered
that the Competing Values Framework also orders attributes of or-
ganizations in addition to cultural values and forms of organizing.
Because the framework was formulated on the basis of very funda-
mental assumptions about how organizations work and how they
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are managed, it is not surprising that such a robust framework would
accurately describe other aspects of organizations as well. Figure 3.2
lists the leadership roles, the effectiveness criteria, and the core
management theories most closely associated with each of the four
quadrants.

Organizational Leadership

Our own research has discovered that most organizations develop a
dominant cultural style. More than 80 percent of the several thou-
sand organizations we have studied have been characterized by one
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Figure 3.2 The Competing Values of Leadership,
Effectiveness, and Organizational Theory
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or more of the culture types identified by the framework. Those that
do not have a dominant culture type either tend to be unclear
about their culture or emphasize the four different cultural types
nearly equally. When an organization is dominated by the hierar-
chy culture, for example, we have found that the most effective
managers—those rated as most successful by their subordinates,
peers, and superiors and those who tend to move up quickly in the
organization—demonstrate a matching leadership style. That is,
they are good at organizing, controlling, monitoring, administering,
coordinating, and maintaining efficiency. When an organization is
dominated by the market culture, the managers rated as most effec-
tive tend to be hard-driving, whip-cracking, backside-kicking com-
petitors. They are good at directing, producing results, negotiating,
and motivating others. When the organization is dominated by the
clan culture, the most effective leaders are parent figures, team
builders, facilitators, nurturers, mentors, and supporters. Effective
leaders in organizations dominated by the adhocracy culture tend to
be entrepreneurial, visionary, innovative, creative, risk-oriented, and
focused on the future. It is easy to see, of course, that the most effec-
tive leadership styles tend to match the organization’s culture. More-
over, the dominant styles in the diagonal quadrants are opposite
from one another. Adhocracy leaders are rule breakers, for example,
whereas hierarchy leaders are rule reinforcers. Clan leaders are warm
and supportive, whereas market leaders are tough and demanding.

Parenthetically, we have also discovered that the highest-
performing leaders, those rated by their peers, superiors, and subor-
dinates as the most highly effective, have developed capabilities
and skills that allow them to succeed in each of the four quadrants
(Denison, Hooijberg, & Quinn, 1995). That is, they are self-
contradictory leaders in the sense that they can be simultaneously
hard and soft, entrepreneurial and controlled. Managerial effec-
tiveness, as well as organizational effectiveness, is inherently tied to
paradoxical attributes (Cameron, 1984, 1986; Quinn & Cameron,
1988).
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In addition to the roles of leaders, the managerial leadership
skills possessed by those involved in the culture change process also
have an important relationship to personal and organizational ef-
fectiveness. Chapter Six is devoted to an explanation of the key
skills managers must demonstrate and improve to be personally ef-
fective and, more important, to facilitate organizational culture
change. A diagnostic instrument is provided to help managers de-
termine their own managerial strengths and weaknesses and de-
velop a personal improvement agenda.

Organizational Effectiveness

The criteria of effectiveness most highly valued in a hierarchy cul-
ture are efficiency, timeliness, smooth functioning, and predictabil-
ity. The dominant operational theory that drives organizational
success is that control fosters efficiency (elimination of waste and
redundancy) and therefore effectiveness. Hierarchy organizations,
like the Internal Revenue Service, for example, are judged to be ef-
fective only if they achieve these dominant characteristics. We
don’t want flexibility in the IRS; we want error-free efficiency.

The criteria of effectiveness most highly valued in a market cul-
ture are achieving goals, outpacing the competition, increasing mar-
ket share, and acquiring premium levels of financial return. The
dominant operational theory that drives organizational success is
that competition creates an impetus for higher levels of productiv-
ity and therefore higher levels of effectiveness. The all-out assault of
the Big Three automobile companies in North America—General
Motors, Ford, and DaimlerChrysler—on foreign competitors—es-
pecially Toyota, Nissan, and Honda—during the 1990s is an illus-
tration. Anything short of recapturing market share, enhancing
revenues, and increasing productivity was seen as failure.

In a clan culture, the criteria of effectiveness most highly valued
include cohesion, high levels of employee morale and satisfaction,
human resource development, and teamwork. The operational the-
ory that dominates this culture type is that involvement and par-
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ticipation of employees foster empowerment and commitment.
Committed, satisfied employees produce effectiveness. The care
taken by the Disney corporation, for example, to integrate each em-
ployee into the “cast”—even requiring that they know the tradi-
tions of the family so well that they can name the seven dwarfs in
the Snow White story—illustrates the basic theory that committed
employees produce world-class results.

Finally, the adhocracy culture most highly values new products,
creative solutions to problems, cutting-edge ideas, and growth in
new markets as the dominant effectiveness criteria. The underlying
operational theory is that innovation and new ideas create new
markets, new customers, and new opportunities. These outcomes
comprise the basic indicators of effective performance. When IBM
was challenged by a more innovative and agile Apple Computer
Company in the 1980s, IBM was stereotyped as sluggish, cumber-
some, and elitist. Apple’s success, as a result of innovative hardware
and software, was dramatic. In the 1990s, however, Apple lost its
competitive edge—producing few new products, having slower
time to market, being less innovative—whereas IBM recaptured
some of its lost luster and nearly drove Apple out of business by
committing significant resources to innovative products and new
technologies (such as networking on the Internet). The IBM-
Apple war, trumpeted on the cover of Fortune in the late 1980s, has
been won by the more innovative competitor.

Total Quality Management

The Competing Values Framework is also helpful in organizing the
various aspects of total quality management (TQM) and highlight-
ing its comprehensive nature. An extensive literature exists on the
topic of TQM. It ranges from descriptions of quality tools and tech-
niques (statistical process control, quality function deployment,
Pareto charting) to philosophical discussions of the nature of man-
agement (Deming’s fourteen points). One review of the TQM liter-
ature pointed out that a large percentage of total quality initiatives
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fail (Cameron, 1997). Either quality does not improve, or the ini-
tiatives are abandoned after a short time. Two of the major reasons
for this failure are partial deployment and failure to integrate TQM
and culture change. Partial deployment means that only a limited
number of aspects of TQM are implemented. For example, many or-
ganizations create teams or gather customer satisfaction data but not
much else. Or some organizations implement new statistical controls
or redesign processes to prevent defects, but little else changes. Fig-
ure 3.3 uses the Competing Values Framework to highlight a more
comprehensive set of TQM factors. When all of these are integrated
in a TQM project, the success rate increases significantly.
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For example, to foster the highest levels of quality in organi-
zations requires the application of a variety of hierarchy culture
activities such as improving measurement, process control, and
systematic problem solving. It involves tools such as Pareto chart-
ing, fishbone diagramming, affinity charts, and variance plots.
These are commonly known and applied quality tools. However,
world-class quality also requires the application of market culture
activities such as measuring customer preferences before and after
product and service delivery, improving productivity, creating
partnerships with suppliers and customers, and enhancing com-
petitiveness by involving customers in planning and design. It
must include clan culture activities such as empowerment, team
building, employee involvement, human resource development,
and open communication. A common adage is that firms cannot
treat customers any better than they treat their employees. TQM
must also include adhocracy activities such as surprising and de-
lighting customers, creating new standards of performance, antic-
ipating customer needs, engaging in continuous improvement,
and implementing creative solutions to problems that produce
new customer preferences. In most failed TQM attempts (which
constitute a majority), the elements of each of the four quadrants
are not implemented; only a partial approach is tried. In other
words, the Competing Values Framework helps us identify a more
comprehensive approach to quality because it highlights the key
elements of the four main cultures that underlie organizational
performance.

Human Resource Management Roles

Our colleague David Ulrich has conducted comprehensive studies
of human resource (HR) management. In summarizing some of
those findings, the Competing Values Framework was used to iden-
tify the changing roles of the human resource manager. Figure 3.4
summarizes his conclusions (see Ulrich and Brockbank, 2005).
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In brief, Figure 3.4 points out the different roles, skills, and ac-
tivities required to adequately manage the human resource function
in a large organization. The effective HR manager must ensure, ac-
cording to Ulrich’s research, that some elements of each of the four
cultures is represented in the organization. More important, the
roles, means, ends, and competencies emphasized by the HR man-
ager must reinforce the dominant or desired culture of the firm. Dis-
playing different HR roles can help build or strengthen a different
kind of organizational culture. For example, building or strength-
ening a hierarchy culture requires an administrative specialist who
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focuses on reengineering processes and creating an efficient infra-
structure. Building or strengthening a market culture requires the
human resource manager to be a strategic business partner in the or-
ganization, aligning HR with business strategy and facilitating bottom-
line (financial) impacts of all HR activities. Building or strengthening
a clan culture requires an employee champion who responds to em-
ployee needs and fosters commitment and human capability in the
workforce. Building or strengthening an adhocracy culture requires
a change agent who facilitates transformational change and orga-
nizational renewal.

The point is that this framework highlights a rather compre-
hensive view of human resource management—more comprehen-
sive than appears in much of the HR literature—and shows how
organizational change and improvement can be fostered by the
human resource manager. It provides a way to make the HR func-
tion more strategic, more inclusive, and more rational.

Culture Change over Time

Another discovery emerging from our research on this framework is
that new or small organizations tend to progress through a predictable
pattern of organization culture changes (see, for example, Quinn and
Cameron, 1983). Think of almost any new organization you know
that began small and grew larger over time. See if the following de-
scription and illustrations don’t match your own experience.

In the earliest stages of the organizational life cycle, organiza-
tions tend to be dominated by the adhocracy quadrant—without
formal structure and characterized by entrepreneurship. They are
largely devoid of formal policies and structures, and they are often
led by a single, powerful, visionary leader. As they develop over time,
they supplement that orientation with a clan culture—a family feel-
ing, a strong sense of belonging, and personal identification with the
organization. Organization members get many of their social and
emotional needs fulfilled in the organization, and a sense of com-
munity and personal friendship exists. A potential crisis frequently
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arises, however, as the organization grows. It eventually finds itself
faced with the need to emphasize structure and standard procedures
in order to control the expanding responsibilities. Order and pre-
dictability are needed, so a shift to a hierarchy culture occurs. That
reorientation frequently makes organization members feel that the
organization has lost the friendly, personal feeling that once char-
acterized the workplace, and personal satisfaction decreases. The hi-
erarchy orientation is eventually supplemented by a focus on the
market culture—competitiveness, achieving results, and an em-
phasis on external relationships. The focus shifts from imperson-
ality and formal control inside the organization to a customer
orientation and competition outside the organization. It is the case,
of course, that mature and highly effective organizations tend to de-
velop subunits or segments that represent each of these four culture
types. R&D may be adhocratic, for example, whereas accounting
may be hierarchical in culture emphasis. Almost always, however,
one or more of the culture types dominate an organization.

An example of this life cycle shift in culture can be illustrated
by describing briefly the development of Apple Computer Com-
pany. Steven Jobs and Steven Wozniak invented the first personal
computer in the garage of Jobs’s parents’ home. Apple Computer
Company was subsequently formed to produce personal computers
with young, dynamic, unconstrained California folks who prided
themselves on being free of policy manuals and rule books. The cul-
ture was characterized by Profile 1 in Figure 3.5. As is typical of
most adhocracies, a single entrepreneurial, charismatic leader was
setting direction, and the company was flexible and freewheeling.
The press described the group as “renegades and crazies.”

This cultural profile was produced from the Organizational
Culture Assessment Instrument described in Chapter Two. The
high degree of emphasis in the Adhocracy quadrant, moderate
scores in the Clan quadrant, and low scores in the Hierarchy and
Market quadrants produce the profile illustrated in Profile 1. Apple’s
culture was dominated by an entrepreneurial, innovative, adhoc-
ractic culture.
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Within a few of years of incorporation, Apple established one
of the most successful ventures ever experienced in the industry—
the formation of a group of “pirates,” dubbed the Macintosh Team.
This team of selected employees was charged with developing a
computer that people would want to purchase for use in their
homes. Until then, computers were large, intimidating pieces of
hardware that merely replaced slide rules for engineers and mathe-
maticians. They filled entire rooms. Few people would have con-
sidered using one for personal or family applications. This small
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group of Apple Computer pirates, however, designed and developed
the Macintosh computer—a fun, approachable, all-in-one kind of
machine. It was the first to incorporate a mouse, icons (pictures) on
a screen, and software that could actually paint a picture (Mac-
Paint) on what formerly had been only a computational device.
The team’s endeavors were so successful (as was the rest of Apple’s
business) that the entire organization adopted the team culture and
came to look like Profile 2 in Figure 3.5—a highly cohesive clan.
Employees wore Apple logos on their clothes, had Apple bumper
stickers on their cars, and spoke warmly of the “Apple family.”

The enormous success of the company led it toward a third kind
of culture, however. With hundreds of thousands of computers
being sold, distribution channels expanding worldwide, and the
emergence of a large array of highly competitive rivals (including
IBM, Compaq, and Wang), the freewheeling clan faced a need for
controls and standard procedures. Policies and regulations were
needed; in other words, a hierarchy orientation had to be developed
(Profile 3 in Figure 3.5). Jobs, Apple’s CEO, was the quintessential
innovator and team leader, perfectly comfortable in an organization
dominated by adhocracy and clan cultures. He was not an efficiency
expert and administrator and not inclined to manage a hierarchy.
John Scully from PepsiCo was hired, therefore, to manage the shift
to stability and control. Predictably, this shift created such a crisis
in the organization—with the clan and adhocracy orientations
being supplanted by a hierarchy orientation—that founder Jobs was
actually ousted from the company. A new set of values and priori-
ties reflected in a new culture made Jobs’s orientation out of sync
with current demands. The shift to a hierarchy culture generally
produces a sense of apprehension, of abandoning core values, of re-
placing family feelings with rules and policies. Scully was a master
efficiency and marketing expert, however, and his skills matched
more closely the shifting culture of Apple as its growth produced a
new cultural orientation.

As Apple developed into a large, mature organization under
Scully, the culture shifted again to a fourth stage, Profile 4 in Figure
3.5. It ceased to be the agile, innovative company that character-
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ized the young group of renegades in its early life but instead was an
outstanding example of efficiency and marketing savvy. In many or-
ganizations, this profile becomes the norm, with the clan and ad-
hocracy cultures being minimized and the hierarchy and market
cultures being emphasized. Many management consultants and
leadership gurus therefore spend a great deal of energy assisting
companies in developing the capability to reinstitute clan- and
adhocracy-like attributes so that they can be more balanced orga-
nizations. It is not that all four types of cultures must be emphasized
equally. Rather, it is that the organization must develop the capa-
bility to shift emphases when the demands of the competitive en-
vironment require it.

One reason for the performance difficulties of Apple is the con-
tinued emphasis in the company’s culture on the bottom two quad-
rants in Figure 3.5. In an industry faced in the late 1990s with the
need to innovate constantly with very rapid cycle times, the con-
tinued cultural dominance by the bottom two quadrants, instead of
a shift back up to the adhocracy quadrant, seems to have had sig-
nificant negative effects on Apple’s performance as a company until
the development of the innovative iPod.

Culture Change in a Mature Organization

Culture change also occurs in large, mature organizations, but in a
less predictable pattern. Culture change in these organizations must
generally be managed consciously. One example of this kind of
managed culture change was a midsize financial services company
known as Meridian Bancorp (acquired by CoreStates Financial in
1996). As the firm grew from a $5 billion to a $15 billion company,
the company’s culture changed in response to new environmental
and competitive pressures. This pattern of culture change was less
standard, however, than that occurring in new, young companies.

The banking industry has traditionally been dominated by com-
panies characterized as clan- and hierarchy-type organizations—
highly regulated and controlled, tightly integrated, with multiple
hierarchical levels and an old-boy network. Profile 1 in Figure 3.6
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characterizes the stereotypical banking culture. In the mid-1980s,
the CEO at Meridian Bancorp and his top administrative team
completed the OCAI. Profile 2 in Figure 3.6 provides a summary of
the culture profile produced by these top officers, with the CEO’s
profile contrasted to those of his direct reports. It is clear that the
cultural perspectives of this top management team were not com-
patible. The company had been founded on the tradition of a rural-
bank, clan-type culture. Meridian’s growth, however, which was
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primarily through acquisitions and mergers, led it into a more com-
petitive, regional-focused environment. Whereas the president felt
that the organization was still dominated by the traditional clan
culture, his senior management team clearly felt the pressures of the
increased competition.

Five years later, after continued expansion, the culture of
the company had changed markedly to reflect the emergence of a
more competitive, diversified financial services company. Many of
the top management team members had been replaced, and as il-
lustrated by Profile 3 in Figure 3.6, more congruence of perspective
had developed. Meridian had begun to put more emphasis on the
adhocracy culture, and the president’s cultural perspective more
nearly reflected those of his direct reports.

Thereafter, with additional changes in the top management
team, escalating pressure from Wall Street to reduce expenses and
to become more efficient, and continued escalation in competitive
pressures, Meridian’s culture made yet another shift. The company
continued to value a cohesive, clan-type culture as well as a ratio-
nal, hierarchy-type culture. But when the top management team
completed the OCAI again, what dominated the values and per-
spectives in the organization was an emphasis on competitiveness
and producing results (market culture) as well as new product de-
velopment and innovation (adhocracy culture). Profile 4 in Figure
3.6 shows that that culture profile was almost the mirror image of
the traditional banking culture that characterized most banking or-
ganizations prior to the mid-1980s. It also demonstrates the emer-
gence of a congruent set of values, definitions, and perspectives
among the top management team as they consciously managed the
process of culture change in their company.

Summary

We have explained in some detail the development of the Com-
peting Values Framework and its applicability to various aspects of
organizations. Our intent is to illustrate how comprehensive the
framework can be in organizing and highlighting the congruence of
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various aspects of managerial and organizational behavior. Our own
research indicates that matches between the dominant culture of
the organization and its leadership styles, management roles,
human resource management, quality management, and effective-
ness criteria contribute to higher levels of performance than mis-
matches do. Mismatches, of course, may create enough discomfort
in the system to motivate changes, so they may serve a useful pur-
pose for short periods of time. For the most part, however, the con-
gruence of these various elements in organizations is a prerequisite
to high performance, and the framework we have introduced here
is useful as a guide for enhancing organizational effectiveness as well
as for facilitating culture change.

Note

1. Joanne Martin (1992) at Stanford University, one of the best an-
alysts and investigators of the concept of organizational culture,
differentiated among three perspectives or approaches to cul-
ture. One perspective—the integration perspective—assumes that
culture is what people share or serves as the glue that holds them
together. Consensus about what culture exists in an organiza-
tion can be detected. A second perspective—the differentiation
perspective—assumes that culture is manifested by differences
among subunits and that an organization’s culture is fraught
with conflicts of interest. Consensus about what common cul-
ture exists is fiction. A third perspective—the fragmentation
perspective—assumes that culture is ambiguous and unknow-
able and that it describes not an attribute of an organization but
the inherent nature of the organization itself. Individuals shift
cultures frequently within an organization, and no one culture
can be identified. Martin argued that each perspective has le-
gitimacy and must be acknowledged as individuals study or try
to manage culture.

Although we agree with her assessment that elements of all
three perspectives are present in organizations, the power of cul-
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ture from our point of view lies in its ability to bring people to-
gether, to overcome the fragmentation and ambiguity that char-
acterize the external environment, and to lead organizations
toward extraordinary success when their competitors struggle.
That is, this book is biased toward the integration approach to
culture because it is in the integration perspective that culture
derives its power. Culture is a competitive advantage in organi-
zations mainly to the extent to which it is a common, consen-
sual, integrated set of perceptions, memories, values, attitudes,
and definitions. Moreover, it is our experience after working
with a large number of organizations ranging from multina-
tional conglomerates to small, entrepreneurial start-up firms, as
well as being consistent with empirical evidence (reported in
Appendix A), that managers can and do reach consensus about
what the organization’s culture is like, what approaches can be
implemented to change it, and how the organization can become
different as a result.

On the other hand, the approach to culture change de-
scribed in this book relies on some of the assumptions of the
differentiation and fragmentation approaches in that it ac-
knowledges that ambiguous and unmanageable aspects of the
organization always exist. The steps we describe in Chapter Five
for managing the culture change process provide a tool for ad-
dressing those aspects of organizational culture.
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